Michigan Tech Policies to remember:

- All sponsored projects received by Michigan Tech with national security restrictions on publication of results and/or participation by foreign nationals will be administered through Jay Meldrum at KRC.

- Michigan Technological University may consider accepting national security publication restrictions when these are immaterial to the conduct of the project or the thesis/dissertation of a student working on the project (such as testing or service projects).

- Michigan Technological University may consider accepting restrictions on participation by foreign nationals when these are immaterial to the conduct of the project; this determination is to rely heavily on the recommendations of the PI and unit administrator(s).

Definition of a Foreign Person (as prepared by Michael Best & Friedrich LLP):

- Any natural person who is not a lawful permanent resident or who is not a protected individual.
  - Lawful Permanent Resident “Green card” = permanent resident.
  - Student visa = not permanent resident
  - Companies can be considered foreign persons too

Questions?

Contact: Jay Meldrum, Director
Keweenaw Research Center (KRC)
906-487-3178
jmeldrum@mtu.edu